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ABSTRACT
In archaeology, projectile points and other
chipped stone tools are important for
identification and interpretation of site
chronology (dates of occupation), site
function (subsistence practices for example),
and establishing relationships with other
sites and regions. The morphometric and
raw material attributes of projectile points
from the Norton Mounds (20KT1) site are
described and compared to tools from other
sites in Michigan and the Midwest dating to
the same time period. The outcome of this
analysis is the first in-depth documentation
of these materials.
Introduction
This paper examines the Middle
Woodland projectile points from the
Norton Mounds (20KT1) archaeological
site with the purpose of providing a
comprehensive description of these
objects, and to test hypotheses about
projectile point morphology and use
during the Middle Woodland. The term
Middle Woodland refers to the period
when much of eastern North America
appears to have been influenced by the
Hopewellian cultures in Ohio and
Illinois dating between 200 B.C. and
A.D. 400 (Fitting 1975). The Middle
Woodland era in Michigan reflects
patterns of elaborate burial mounds
(especially in Southern Michigan), and
the importance of fishing (Fitting 1975,
Kingsley 1999).
The Middle Woodland Norton
Mounds site is located on the south
bank of the Grand River near modern
day Grand Rapids and dates between the
first century B.C. and the second
century A.D. (Figure 1). The site was
excavated in 1962-1964 by
archaeologists from the University of
Michigan (Griffin, Flanders and
Titterington 1970). In Griffin and
Flanders’ account of the Norton
Mounds, a certain series of projectile
points were first identified as “Norton
Points.” Anta Montet-White (1968)
described the characteristics of the
Norton type by stating that, 
Norton Corner-notched is a long
and narrow blade. The notches are
narrow. They are oriented
diagonally toward the long axis of
the blade. The notching flakes are
detached from the corner of the
base. This mode of notch placement
is identical to that of the typical
Snyders point. It is a way to obtain
a medium-sized stem from a wide
preform (White 1968: 71).
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Despite White’s initial efforts, Norton
Points from the type site and other sites
still have not been fully studied and
described in professional literature.
Additionally, Justice (1987) only briefly
mentions Norton Points as
morphometric correlates of Snyders
points. This paper presents
morphometric, and non-metric
attributes of Norton Points from the
type site, and compares these with
projectile points from the Prison Farm
site (20IA58) in Michigan, which dates
to the same time period (2000 years ±
200). Other Middle Woodland sites
where small numbers of Norton Points
have been found include the Smiling
Dan, Holding, and Steuben sites in
Illinois, and the Schultz site in
Michigan.
The Middle Woodland Prison Farm
site, located in Ionia, Michigan,
produced a number of projectile points
which were compared to the points
from Norton Mounds. Unlike the
Norton Mounds site, which is a burial
mound site, the Prison Farm site is a
habitation or living site. Thus, the
projectile points found from Prison
Farm are much more heavily worn and
reworked than the projectile points
from Norton Mounds. One hypothesis
is that projectile points from Norton
Mounds were made for the sole purpose
of burial rites, which would ensure the
use of these points for the deceased in
the afterlife. For this reason, the
projectile points found in the mounds,
for the most part, appear to be wholly
intact and skillfully constructed, and
not worn or reworked from heavy use.
Background
The term “Middle Woodland” refers to
the period when much of eastern North
American was influenced by
Hopewellian centers in Illinois and
Ohio dating between 200 B.C. and A.D.
400 (Fitting 1975). Within Michigan,
some variation occurs during this
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period with southern Michigan Middle
Woodland manifesting closer ties to the
Hopewellian centers, while northern
Michigan developed along a different
trajectory, with less influence from the
south. Within southern Michigan,
archaeologists have divided the area into
two distinct regional traditions and
several temporal phases (Kingsley
1999). The “Norton Tradition” is used to
signify Hopewell expressions in western
Michigan, and the “Saginaw Tradition”
refers to the Hopewellian expressions in
the Saginaw Valley region. The Norton
Tradition is further broken down into
two temporal phases. The first, the
Norton phase, represents initial Middle
Woodland in the region, which dates
from the first century B.C. through the
second century A.D. (Brashler 1998).
Following the Norton Phase, the
Converse phase is hypothesized to
Figure 1. Map of Norton Mounds and Prison Farm Sites
1. Prison Farm (20IA58)
2. Converse Mounds (20KT2)
3. Norton (20KT1)
4. Spoonville (20OT1)
5. Zemaitis (20OT68)
6. Gratton (20KT3)
7. Schultz (20SA2)
8. Muskegon River Sites (Brooks,
Mallon, Parsons, Palmiteer,
Schumaker, Toft Lake, Jancarich
[20NE1, 31, 100, 101, 107, 110, 113])
9. Hacklander (20AE78)
10. Mushroom (20AE88)
11. Armintrout-Blackman (20AE12)
12. Sumnerville (20CS6)
13. Moccasin Bluff (20BE8)
14. Stroebel (20SJ180)
15. Kantzler (20BY30)
16. Marantette (20SJ1)
17. Goodall (12LE9)
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encompass the later portion of Hopewell
occupation, from A.D. 200 to 400
(Griffin, Flanders, and Titterington
1970: 189, Kingsley 1999). Recent
excavations at the Converse site (20KT2)
suggest that the Converse Phase may
end by A.D. 300 and overlap to some
extent with the Norton Phase (Brashler
2002).
The Norton Tradition is thought to be
related to or derived from the Illinois
Havana Tradition (Kingsley 1999:148).
The mortuary, ceremonial, and
technological advances seen at Norton
Mounds are compatible with other
Middle Woodland Illinois sites. Mound
burial was the preferred mortuary
custom. Almost every mound consisted
of a rectilinear subfloor central tomb or
crypt, which consisted of several
different kinds of ceramics and lithics
that most likely assisted the deceased in
the afterlife. A “ramp” or doughnut-
shaped raised area surrounded the tomb.
The soil that was used to construct this
ramp differed from the soil from the
submound level and the mound cap.
Additionally, the ramps and crypts were
presumably covered with a layer of bark.
These structures were then covered with
the final mound cap, which concluded
the mortuary sequence (Kingsley 1999:
161).
Norton Mounds, as well as other
Norton Tradition sites, display similar
ceramic styles found in
contemporaneous Illinois Middle
Woodland sites. Havana ware, which
consists of zoned dentate stamping and
straight vertical lines on the rim,
represents the vessels present at Norton
Mounds. The lithic industry of Norton
Mounds is also similar to Middle
Woodland Illinois sites. Norton Mounds
displays a series of artifacts that indicates
a division of labor, with some emphases
on males and supernatural affairs, beliefs
and relationships. These artifacts are
similar to those from other mound
group sites in Illinois such as the Knight
Mound group (Griffin, Flanders and
Titterington 1970).
The type site for the Norton Phase of
the Norton Tradition is the Norton
Mounds site. The Norton Mound Group
is located in Sections 3 and 4 of
Wyoming Township, Kent County,
Michigan (Griffin, Flanders, and
Titterington, 1970: 127). Norton
Mounds consists of 17 mounds that are
“arranged in two parallel lines with the
three largest mounds in a line
approximately parallel to and 700 feet
south of the Grand River and the other
14 mounds in a curved line immediately
behind the largest mounds” (Griffin,
Flanders, and Titterington, 1970: 127).
With the permission of the
Archaeological Committee of the Kent
Scientific Institute (now the Grand
Rapids Public Museum), W.L.
Coffinberry, Professor E.A. Strong, and
Dr. J.C. Parker first excavated a total of
seven mounds in the Norton Mounds
in1874. In 1915, H.E. Sargent, who was
the Director of the Grand Rapids
Museum, excavated two more of the
Norton mounds. Sargent’s excavation
upped the total number of excavated
mounds to nine.
In 1936, the Norton Mound Group
was included in a city park and in the
1950’s, Interstate 96 was originally
mapped to run directly through the
park, which would have destroyed the
mounds, but was fortunately changed
to run next to the mounds (Griffin,
Flanders, and Titterington, 1970: 129).
As a result of the efforts of the Grand
Rapids Public Museum, the Norton
Mounds site has been named a National
Historic Landmark Site by the National
Park Service (Griffin, Flanders, and
Titterington, 1970: 131). With the
support of the Public Museum of
Grand Rapids, archaeologists from the
University of Michigan, led by Richard
E. Flanders, excavated the rest of the
Norton Mounds in 1962-64. 
Flanders and his group found a great
number of artifacts; however, the focus
of this research is on the Norton Points,
which were found in the burial mounds.
According to Flanders and Griffin (1975:
186), “one of the most distinctive burial
features at the Norton Group was the
placement of a group of points or knives
with certain burials” (Griffin, Flanders,
and Titterington, 1970:186). From their
report on the Norton Mounds, the term
“Norton Points” was given to a select
type of projectile points. Archaeologists
practicing in the Midwest have relied on
this typological description, but the
projectile points have never been fully
studied and described in detail. As a
result, there is some uncertainty
regarding a precise definition of a
Norton Point.
Anta Montet-White differentiates
Norton points from other similar Middle
Woodland types on the basis of
morphological criteria, including overall
length, stem length, width, thickness,
and blade shape.  The criteria she uses
to differentiate Nortons from other
Middle Woodland points is a long,
narrow blade that corresponds “to the
class of subovate preforms intermediate
between the ovate and the subtriangular
classes” (Montet-White 1968: 69). In
spite of White’s early definition of
Norton Points, no study has critically
evaluated the difference between
Nortons and other Middle Woodland
points in Michigan. For example, at the
Saginaw Valley Middle Woodland
Schultz site, Fitting (1972) describes
only expanding stem and notched
forms-he does not extend the term
Norton to any of these. Brashler, Laidler,
and Martin (1998) define a series of
Norton Points from the Prison Farm site
but they appear a minority type within a
large sample of smaller heavily curated,
reworked points. 
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Methodology
In an effort to better define the attributes
of a Norton Point, a series of metric and
non-metric measurements were recorded
for projectile points from the type site.
In archaeology, the “type site” is the
place where a particular group or type of
artifacts is first defined. A type is a class
of artifacts which share a consistent or
recurring cluster of attributes. Attributes,
which may be thought of as properties
of an object that cannot be reduced, can
be either metric or non-metric. The
metric measurements that were used
include the weight of the point, length,
width, and thickness of the entire
projectile point, blade length, notch
openings, notch depths, basal width,
haft/stem width, and stem length. Figure
2 illustrates how several of these metric
measurements were taken. Appendix A
provides the raw metric data for the
assemblage from Norton Mounds.
In addition to these metrical
attributes, several multistate, non-metric
attributes were coded in order to
describe the shape, chipping patterns,
and raw material choices selected by the
point makers. One non-metric attribute
was the raw material source (type of
rock/chert) of the projectile point.
Additionally, using Binford’s (1963)
proposed attribute list for the
description and classification of
projectile points, the following
categories were used. The shape of the
blade, transverse section of the blade
(which is observed at the midpoint of
the blade), longitudinal section of the
blade, symmetry of the blade, chipping
pattern, shape of the base, and the
juncture of the haft were all recorded.
Appendix B provides the raw non-metric
data from Norton Mounds.
The above metric and non-metric
attributes were also recorded for a
sample of projectile points from the
Prison Farm site. Using these
measurements, a comparison between
Norton Mound and Prison Farm
projectile points was conducted. Data
were recorded on an Excel spreadsheet
and descriptive statistics were calculated
using a TI 83 hand held calculator. Final
data manipulation was confirmed using
SPSS version 11.0. Initial comparisons
between the Prison Farm and Norton
Mounds samples were done by plotting
significant metric attributes on charts
derived from the Excel data (see Figures
3-7). 
Based on comparisons between the
two samples from Norton Mounds and
Prison Farm, a second projectile point is
defined for the Middle Woodland. For
these points, the term, “Affinis Nortons,”
has been assigned to a certain type of
projectile point. An Affinis Norton Point
is very similar to a Norton Point in
regard to the basal width, haft/stem
width, and stem length. An Affinis
Norton is a smaller and frequently
reworked companion type to the formal
Norton Point type. As a result of the
constant use and reworking of a point,
the blade length, and blade shape are
significantly modified. Tables comparing
and contrasting the Norton Points,
Affinis Norton Points, and possible
Norton Points (points that almost fit the
criteria for being a Norton Point) from
the Norton Mounds and Prison Farm
sites are presented below.
Results
Chert Raw Material: Table 1 indicates
that Norton Points from the type site
were made from several different types
of chert, including Bayport, Flint Ridge,
Wyandotte, and even local white glacial
till. Wyandotte, a chert from southern
Indiana, was the most common, with
minor amounts of material from other
localities. Bayport is a Michigan chert
raw material source from the Saginaw
Bay area, and Flint Ridge is a chert
source in central Ohio. Prison Farm
points differ in the location or source of
raw material, with the majority of the
points being made of the Michigan
Bayport chert, with small quantities of
so called exotic chert from Ohio, Illinois
and Indiana represented (Brashler,
Figure 2. Method of Measuring Stemmed
Points:
A-B Length; C-D, Blade or Maximum
Width; e-f, Haft/Stem Width; h-j, Basal
Width; i-B, Stem Length; k-h, Notch
Opening; g-e, Notch Depth (Barb Length)
Bayport Flint Ridge Glacial Unknown Wyandotte Unknown Total
Norton Mounds 6 1 1 9 1 18
Prison Farm 5 1 1 1 1 9
Total 11 2 2 10 2 27
Table 1. Raw Material Attributes of Projectile Points from Norton Mounds and Prison Farm
Laidler and Martin 1998). A Chi-Square
test was conducted to determine the
significance of the variation in chert
types used at the two sites but because
of the small sample size, the
assumptions for Pearson’s Chi-Square
tests for minimum expected count were
violated. No further tests were
performed on other tables due to small
sample sizes.
As displayed by Table 1, Wyandotte
chert constituted fifty percent of the
total raw materials from Norton
Mounds. Conversely, roughly 55
percent of the total raw materials from
the Prison Farm site consisted of
Bayport chert. This suggests that the
materials from the Norton Mounds site
are from sources farther away and are
perhaps tied to ideological or exchange
practices less evident at Prison Farm.
Non-metric Attributes: For the points
from Norton mounds, the shape of the
blade tended to be primarily triangular
with a few occurrences of a slightly
ovate blade. Meanwhile, the transverse
sections of the blade were mostly
biconvex, with plano-convex, and
biplano transverse sections also present.
As for the longitudinal sections of the
blade, most were ovate or triangular,
with a few being either plano-convex,
asymmetrically biconvex, or excurvate.
Furthermore, all the blades were
symmetrical. Expanding scars and
conchoidal scars were the only two
types of chipping patterns. Base shapes
only consisted of either a straight base
or a subconvex base. Last of all, the
junctures of the haft element were all
coincidental-basal junctures except one,
which was a lateral-coincidental
juncture.
For the points from Prison Farm, the
blade shapes tended to be mostly
triangular, with excurvate and incurvate
blade shapes also occurring. The
transverse sections of the blade were
overwhelmingly biconvex with biplano,
convexo-triangular, and plano-convex
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Norton Points Affinis Points Total
Blade Shape
Triangular 15 5 20
Ovate 3 - 3
Excurvate - 6 6
Incurvate - 1 1
Total 18 12 30
Longitudinal Sections
Ovate or Triangular 15 - 15
Plano-Convex 1 - 1
Asymmetrically Biconvex 1 - 1
Excurvate 1 - 1
Biconvex - 12 12
Total 18 12 30
Table 2. Non-metric Attributes of Norton Points and Affinis Norton Points
blade shapes representing the rest of the
sample. The longitudinal sections from
the Prison Farm points were mostly
biconvex. Several were plano-convex
and only one was asymmetrically
excurvate. Meanwhile, all the blades
were symmetrical, while the chipping
patterns for the points were all
secondary chipping patterns with the
exception of one point, which had
conchoidal scars. Only subconvex base
shapes were present. The junctures of
the haft element slightly varied among
Prison Farm projectile points. Unlike
Norton Mounds points, most of the
points at Prison Farm were lateral-
coincidental, with coincidental-basal
junctures and lateral-lateral junctures
representing the rest of the sample.
Furthermore, Norton Points and
Affinis Nortons were also compared.
Non-metric attributes of Prison Farm
Affinis Norton points are different than
those Norton Points at Norton Mounds,
particularly the shape of the blade and
the longitudinal section of the projectile
(Table 2). Both of these attributes are
likely to have been modified by the
significant amount of re-tooling and
edge maintenance that appears to have
occurred with the Prison Farm points.
In most of the other non-metric
attributes, there is a strong similarity
between the Prison Farm and Norton
Points, excluding the chipping patterns.
The Prison Farm habitation site
illustrates secondary chipping patterns
while Norton Mound points have
primary chipping patterns, such as
expanding scars and conchoidal scars.
The blade shapes of most Norton
Points (83%) are triangular. The Affinis
Nortons, meanwhile, display more
excurvate than triangular blade shapes.
The reworking of the Affinis Nortons
can contribute to this difference in blade
shape. The longitudinal sections of these
projectile points exhibit much greater
Norton Prison
Mounds Farm
N Metric Norton Point Mean S N Metric Prison Farm Mean S
Attributes Ranges Attributes Ranges
18 Length 52-92 mm 71.831 9.79 9 Length 27-91 mm 59.033 15.596
18 Width 34-51 mm 42.537 3.906 9 Width 21-51 mm 35.967 7.052
18 Thickness 7-11 mm 9.258 0.724 9 Thickness 4-16 mm 10.078 2.655
18 Blade Length 41-80 mm 60.422 9.609 9 Blade Length 8-78 mm 43.022 17.042
18 Basal Width 19-31 mm 25.242 2.793 9 Basal Width 16-33 mm 24.712 4.037
18 Haft/Stem Width 15-21 mm 18.172 1.381 9 Haft/Stem Width 10-24 mm 17.253 3.25
18 Stem Length 7-15 mm 11.032 1.577 9 Stem Length 8-17 mm 12.731 2.08
35 Notch Openings 2-9 mm 5.933 1.335 18 Notch Openings 4-11 mm 7.408 1.396
33 Notch Depths 4-13 mm 8.582 1.541 18 Notch Depths 2-10 mm 6.006 1.589
18 Weight 14-35 g 24.261 5.035 9 Weight 0-43 mm 17.678 12.243
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differences. Eighty-three percent of
Norton Points were ovate or triangular.
Conversely, all of the Affinis Nortons are
biconvex. These differences can also be
the result of the re-tooling or reworking
of the Affinis Nortons.
Metric Attributes: Based on the points
from the Norton Mounds site, the ranges
of metric attributes of a Norton Point can
be defined and are presented in Table 3.
Data for a sample of possible Norton
Points from Prison Farm is also
presented.
The metric ranges for Norton Points
and possible Nortons from Prison Farm
were found by finding the 2-sigma
standard deviation of the mean. First,
the standard deviation was multiplied
by two. Then this number was added
and subtracted from the mean of an
attribute, thus presenting a 95 percent
confidence interval around the mean of
each attribute. For example, it can be
said that we are 95 percent confident
that the true mean length of a Norton
Point is between 52 and 92 millimeters.
The means of the length, width, blade
length, basal width, stem width, notch
depth, and weight are larger for Norton
Points from Norton Mounds than they
are for possible Norton Points from
Prison Farm. The fact that most of the
metric measurements from Prison Farm
are smaller than Norton Points could
correlate to Prison Farm being a
Figure 3. Scatterplot of the Length and Width of Norton Mound and
Prison Farm Points
Table 3. Metric Attributes of Norton Points from Norton Mounds and possible Nortons from Prison Farm.
habitation site, where tools are
manufactured and reused extensively for
survival purposes. At Norton Mounds,
points may have been manufactured for
the sole purpose of burial with the dead.
Furthermore, the means for the
thickness, stem length, and notch
openings of Prison Farm points are
larger than the means for Norton Points.
This could be attributed to the type of
material found in each site and the use
of the projectile points. Norton Mounds
possesses more exotic chert than Prison
Farm, and the points from Norton
Mounds are constructed to lay in burials
while the points from Prison Farm are
made for survival. 
Scatterplots: As mentioned earlier,
scatterplots in Excel were used to
compare the metric attributes of Norton
Mound and Prison Farm points. Several
metric attributes were used, such as
length, width, stem length, stem width,
blade length, basal width, and thickness.
These scatterplots display a visual
comparison between Norton Mound
and Prison Farm points. Figures 3-7
illustrate these differences.
Figure 3 shows an expected linear
relationship between the length and
width of these projectile points. The
Affinis Nortons, on average, are the
shortest in length and are the thinnest.
The possible Nortons from Prison Farm
Nortons from Norton Mounds
Possible Norton Points from Norton Mounds
Possible Norton Points from Prison Farm
Affinis Norton Points from Prison Farm
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are shorter in length and thinner than
both the possible Norton Points and
Norton Points from Norton Mounds.
Figure 3 reinforces the differences in
projectile point style between the two
sites. The points from Norton Mounds
are larger in length and width than the
Prison Farm points, which have been
reworked.
Figure 4 illustrates the vast difference
between the much shorter blades of
Affinis Nortons and the longer blades of
Norton Points. Also, it is important to
notice that the possible Nortons from
Prison Farm have a shorter blade length,
on average, than possible Norton Points
from Norton Mounds. Both of these facts,
once again, strengthen the theory that the
points from Norton Mounds have a longer
blade length than points from Prison Farm
because the points from the habitation
Prison Farm site have been reworked.
When re-sharpening of a tool is
conducted, the morphology of the blade
will change, but the stem width and stem
length will not. Since the stem length is
less likely to be impacted by reworking,
there is not much of a significant visual
difference between the average stem
lengths of these projectile points.
The close pattern of Norton Point and
Affinis Norton Point basal widths is
illustrated in Figure 5. Only two Affinis
Nortons fall outside of the range of
Norton Point basal widths; however,
even these two Affinis Nortons are only
1-3 millimeters outside of the Norton
Point range. However, the basal widths
of the Affinis Nortons, as a group, tend
to be a little smaller than Norton Points.
This could be due to reworking. The
basal width and thickness of projectile
points from Norton Mounds are very
closely arranged. Meanwhile, the points
from Prison Farm are more dispersed,
probably due to the reworking of each
point.
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Figure 4. Scatterplot of Stem Length and Blade Length of Norton
Mound and Prison Farm Points
Figure 5. Scatterplot of Basal Width and Thickness of Norton
Mound and Prison Farm Points
Nortons from Norton Mounds
Possible Nortons from Norton Mounds
Possible Nortons from Prison Farm
Affinis Nortons from Prison Farm
Nortons from Norton Mounds
Possible Nortons from Norton Mounds
Possible Nortons from Prison Farm
Affinis Nortons from Prison Farm
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Figure 6. Scatterplot of Stem Length and Basal Width of Norton
Mound and Prison Farm Points
Figure 7. Scatterplot of Stem Width and Stem Length of Norton
Mound and Prison Farm Points
Similar to Figure 5, Figure 6 shows
and expresses the relationships between
the basal widths of these projectile
points. It also portrays the striking
similarities in stem lengths between
Norton Points and Affinis Norton Points.
Every Affinis Norton Point’s stem length
is within the boundaries of the Norton
Point stem lengths. Especially since stem
length is less likely to be affected by
modification, the belief that an Affinis
Norton Point is a companion type to the
Norton Point type is further supported.
The relationships between the stem
lengths of projectile points are displayed
by Figure 7 also. The stem lengths of all
of the Affinis Nortons fall within Norton
Point boundaries. Furthermore, most of
the stem widths of the Affinis Nortons
are also within the boundaries of Norton
Point stem widths. Similar to stem
length, stem width is also less likely to
be affected by the modification of a
point. This fact, coupled with stem
width and stem length similarities
between Affinis Nortons and Norton
Points, ultimately suggests that an Affinis
Norton Point is closely related to a
Norton Point.
Discussion
The 1960’s excavation of the Middle
Woodland Norton Mounds site revealed
the first identification of a Norton Point
(Figure 8). Later, Anta Montet-White
first described the characteristics of a
Norton Point. However, Norton Points
from Norton Mounds and other sites
have not been studied in detail. The
significance of this research is the first
in-depth report of the metric and non-
metric characteristics of a Norton Point.
Furthermore, the introduction of
another type of projectile point, an
Affinis Norton Point, has been
presented.
The Norton Mounds site bears mostly
the southern Indiana Wyandotte chert,
while the Prison Farm site exhibits more
of the Michigan Bayport chert. This
suggests that the chert raw materials
from the Norton Mounds site are from
distant locations and are probably used
for ideological or exchange practices.
The Prison Farm occupation site, on the
other hand, used chert material that was
more easily collected and used for
survival purposes.
Non-metric measurements among
Norton Mound and Prison Farm points
displayed many similarities and variations.
The majority of Norton Mound and Prison
Farm points had triangular blade shapes.
The blades from both sites consisted
mainly of biconvex transverse sections.
The longitudinal sections of both sites
differed, however. Norton Mound points
were mostly ovate or triangular, while
Prison Farm points were overwhelmingly
biconvex. These differences could be due
to the reworking of points done at Prison
Farm. Both sites portrayed blades that
were mostly symmetrical.
Figure 8. Norton Points from Norton
Mounds
Nortons from Norton Mounds
Possible Nortons from Norton Mounds
Possible Nortons from Prison Farm
Affinis Nortons from Prison Farm
Nortons from Norton Mounds
Possible Nortons from Norton Mounds
Possible Nortons from Prison Farm
Affinis Nortons from Prison Farm
Chipping patterns between the two
sites differed markedly though. Norton
Mound points, which were made for the
sole purpose of burial, displayed
primary chipping patterns, while Prison
Farm points possessed secondary
chipping patterns due to the constant
re-tooling and reuse. Both sites,
nevertheless, shared mostly subconvex
base shapes. The juncture of the haft
element represents another difference
between the two sites. Norton Mounds
displayed mostly coincidental-basal
junctures, while Prison Farm displayed
mostly lateral-coincidental junctures.
As for the metric attributes, the mean
for most of the measurements from
Norton Mounds was larger than the
means from Prison Farm. This could
correlate to the Norton Points being
used for burial purposes. Only the
attributes of thickness, stem length, and
notch openings were larger among
Prison Farm points than Norton Mound
points. This could be due to the type of
chert used at each site.
Based on non-metric and metric
comparisons between the two samples
from Norton Mounds and Prison Farm,
an Affinis Norton Point (Figure 9) is
identified. Fittingly, Montet-White
(1968: 50), explained that “the shape
and size of the stem has long been
recognized to be valid sorting criteria for
projectile points.” Hence, an Affinis
Norton Point is very similar to a Norton
Point in regards to the haft/stem width,
stem length, and basal width. Moreover,
an Affinis Norton is a smaller and
frequently reworked companion type to
the formal Norton Point type. The
difference comes from the constant use
and reworking of a point in which the
blade length and blade shape are
significantly modified.
The blade shapes of most Norton
Points are triangular, while Affinis
Nortons have more excurvate blade
shapes. The reworking of the Affinis
Nortons can contribute to this difference
in blade shape. The longitudinal
sections of these projectile points exhibit
much greater differences. Most of the
Norton Points were ovate or triangular,
whereas all of the Affinis Nortons are
biconvex. These differences can also be
the result of the reworking of the Affinis
Nortons.
Once again, the Affinis Nortons are
shorter in length and blade length, and
are slightly thinner than Norton Points.
The basal width, stem length, and stem
widths of Affinis Nortons and Norton
Points are very similar. Since stem
length and stem width is less likely to
significantly change through reworking,
the theory that an Affinis Norton Point
is closely related to a Norton Point is
further supported.
In conclusion, these results must be
qualified due to a small sample size and
considered preliminary. A more
comprehensive analysis of points from
Prison Farm and other Middle
Woodland sites needs to be undertaken
to test the hypotheses proposed here.
Comparisons with several more Middle
Woodland sites are needed, as well as
running more statistical analyses and
conducting a more intensive study of
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Figure 9. Affinis Norton Points from
Prison Farm
chipping or flaking patterns. We also
need to examine the relationships
between Affinis Norton Points and
Affinis Snyder Points so that points from
Michigan can be put into a broader,
regional perspective. Despite the small
samples, however, this paper advances
our understanding of an important
artifact category for the Middle
Woodland time period in western
Michigan.
# Mound/ Raw Material Weight Length Width Thick- Blade Basal Haft/ Stem N.O. A N.O. B N.D. A N.D. B
burial # (G) (mm) ness L. W. Stem W. L.
1 H-4/BC Unidentifiable 24.2 82.4 40.2 7.6 67.7 28 20.3 12.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A
2 Unknown Unidentifiable 18.9 59.2 32.5 10.5 59.2 none none none none none none none
3 C-14/17 Wyandotte 16.6 58.8 38.6 8.8 49.3 18.2 15.5 9.1 5.1 7.25 7.1 8.3
4 C-13/17 Wyandotte 23.2 63.9 45.3 8 51.3 24.65 19.25 13 8.4 8.15 N/A 9.6
5 M/9 Wyandotte 6 33.75 29.5 7.7 21.8 19.7 14.8 6.8 7.1 8 5.4 7.1
6 H-3/BC Unidentifiable 28.4 73.35 42.3 10.1 59.6 28.6 20 13.8 6.6 6.9 9.3 9
7 M/3 Unidentifiable 20.8 66.8 39.5 9.1 52.5 20 6.8 13.2 8.5 10.8 8.15 8.2
8 M/SF Unidentifiable 2.3 26.65 14.2 6.6 26.65 none none none none none none none
9 C-10/17 Wyandotte 17 62.8 36.7 8.5 50.7 25.1 16.2 11.1 5.2 5.3 8 N/A
10 H-2/BC Wyandotte 17.3 60.3 32.5 10.3 48.3 20.4 15.6 11.6 10.6 5.5 N/A N/A
11 C-11/17 Wyandotte 21.9 65.7 40.5 9.8 55.7 24.1 16.9 9.4 3.7 4.2 7.3 6.4
12 H-5/BC Unidentifiable 21.7 65.7 36.4 8.5 53.3 22.6 18 11.3 N/A 6.2 N/A N/A
13 Unknown Wyandotte 16.3 55.7 37.9 8.7 44.2 22 17.4 10.01 N/A 5.7 7.9 7.2
14 H-6/BC Glacial Unknown 27.4 81.9 39.5 10.7 67.7 25.5 19.6 13.5 8.1 8.9 8.1 7.5
15 C-8/17 Wyandotte 20.6 60.4 42.1 9.4 50.9 21.5 18.1 8.7 6.6 5.1 8.2 N/A
16 C-12/17 Wyandotte 21.4 68.3 39.6 9.3 58.8 26.15 17.7 9.8 7 3.3 8.2 9.3
17 Unknown Burlington 31 93.7 48.15 9.1 76.5 25.5 14.4 17 9.7 9 3.8 4.2
18 H-1/BC Wyandotte 22.1 65.6 41.5 9.2 52.7 26.45 21 13.1 4.35 6.4 5 7.8
19 M/SF Deer Lick Creek 5.7 31 21.6 10.3 19.8 16.7 13.7 4.7 6.05 3.9 4.8 1.5
20 Unknown Burlington 37.4 95.9 47.5 9.8 79.5 26.5 15.5 16.4 9.65 11.7 13.3 12.3
21 C-9/17 Wyandotte 19.9 66.4 40.9 8.5 54.4 26.3 17.5 12.2 6 5.7 8 8.9
22 Unknown Bayport 15.8 59.6 30.5 9.7 47.4 20.1 16.25 12 6.9 5.5 5 5.7
23 M/3 Bayport 29.2 81.8 48.8 8.9 70.5 27.6 17.6 10.09 6.8 3.8 11.1 11.4
24 M/3 Bayport 29.7 79.4 47.9 9.7 69.4 23.6 17.6 10.04 6.9 6.3 10.3 9.7
25 M/3 Bayport 29.4 81 46.4 9.5 70.1 27.3 17.95 10.1 5.9 6.1 10.6 9.6
26 M/3 Bayport 26.5 78.8 41.5 10 67.1 28.1 18.1 11.4 6.5 5.8 8.8 10.1
27 M/3 Bayport 32.7 87.7 49.5 8.85 76.6 29.4 19.7 11.4 5.9 4.7 9 10.6
28 M/3 Bayport 28.5 79.3 46.56 10.2 69 26.3 17.9 10.04 5.6 4.5 9.5 9.1
29 J-1/6 Flint Ridge 25.9 82.1 40.1 8.5 69.6 23.5 19.1 11.8 5 5.9 4.8 7.5
30 M/SF Local Glacial 30.5 106.5 29.8 9.4 106.5 none none none none none none none
31 D-1/BP Wyandotte 9 66.8 31.9 6.5 56.2 16.9 11.9 3.1 5.5 5.9 7.8 7.4
32 J-2 Glacial Unknown 24.3 55.8 38.1 13.4 55.8 none none none none none none none
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Appendix B. Discrete Attributes for Projectile Points from Norton Mounds
# Blade Transverses section Longitudinal section Symmetry Chipping Base Juncture 
Shape of Blade of Projectile of Blade Pattern Shapes of Haft
1 Triangular Biplano Plano-Convex Asymmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Lateral-lateral juncture
2 Triangular Asymmetrically Biconvex Plano-Convex Asymmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Lateral-axial juncture
3 Triangular Plano-Convex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Coincidental-basal juncture
4 Triangular Plano-Convex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Coincidental-basal juncture
5 Triangular Plano-Convex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Conchoidal Scars Straight base Lateral-coincidental juncture
6 Triangular Plano-Convex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Coincidental-basal juncture
7 Triangular Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Conchoidal Scars Subconvex base Lateral-base defining juncture
8 Excurvate Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Lateral-axial juncture
9 Triangular Plano-Convex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Lateral-coincidental juncture
10 Triangular Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Lateral-base defining juncture
11 Triangular Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Coincidental-basal juncture
12 Triangular Biconvex Excurvate Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Lateral-coincidental juncture
13 Triangular Plano-Convex Plano-Convex Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Coincidental-basal juncture
14 Triangular Plano-Convex Asymmetrically Biconvex Symmetrical Conchoidal Scars Subconvex base Coincidental-basal juncture
15 Ovate Biconvex Excurvate Symmetrical Expanding Scars Straight base Coincidental-basal juncture
16 Triangular Biplano Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Coincidental-basal juncture
17 Triangular Biplano Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Coincidental-basal juncture
18 Ovate Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Coincidental-basal juncture
19 Ovate Plano-Triangular Ovate or Triangular Asymmetrical Conchoidal Scars Convex base Lateral-coincidental juncture
20 Triangular Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Conchoidal Scars Subconvex base Lateral-base defining juncture
21 Ovate Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Conchoidal Scars Subconvex base Coincidental-basal juncture
22 Ovate Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Conchoidal Scars Subconvex base Lateral-coincidental juncture
23 Triangular Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Conchoidal Scars Straight base Coincidental-basal juncture
24 Triangular Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Conchoidal Scars Straight base Coincidental-basal juncture
25 Triangular Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Conchoidal Scars Straight base Coincidental-basal juncture
26 Triangular Plano-Convex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Conchoidal Scars Straight base Coincidental-basal juncture
27 Triangular Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Conchoidal Scars Straight base Coincidental-basal juncture
28 Triangular Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Conchoidal Scars Straight base Coincidental-basal juncture
29 Triangular Biconvex Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Coincidental-basal juncture
30 Triangular Biconvex Excurvate Asymmetrical Expanding Scars Convex base Lateral-axial juncture
31 Triangular Biplano Ovate or Triangular Symmetrical Expanding Scars Subconvex base Coincidental-basal juncture
32 Excurvate Biconvex Biconvex Asymmetrical Expanding Scars Convex base Lateral-axial juncture
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